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Record information indicates 3 gravity inflows to this structure:
--A City main from the south (20th Street) Under the property line.
--A city main from the east
--The shared side sewer from 7840 and 8000 properties (from the west). 

Per this drawing all gravity pipes enter the pump within 5-feet of the surface. Only
one of them (the private side sewer) from the west.

Three pipes exit this facility:
--The Force main-to the northwest
--A gravity overflow; west and then north
--A suction intake; to the north

The force main has been found about 3-feet below grade to the Northwest of the
vault.

The overflow appears to to come out next to the private side sewer, about the
same depth (3-feet below grade), and runs to the lake by gravity.

The suction intake is supposed to be deep, under the neighbor's dock. Based on 
the actual location of the vault, this pipe is all on the neighboring property

The Surveyor found the water level in the wet well side of this facility to be about
5.6-feet below the lid, which aligns with the record entry inverts of the two City
mains.

A gravity pipe could not enter the vault any deeper than the static level of the
water, and still  flow reliably. if the wet well static water depth is about 6-feet above
the floor of the vault, then that is the minimum depth of a gravity inflow pipe.
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Note: 
Vault actually installed
to the east of the
property line.
immediately south of
the neighbor's dock


